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PREFACE.

THIRTEEN years have elapsed since a zealous, but very imperfect attempt

was made to divest Anglo-Saxon Grammar of its Latin incumbrances, and

to offer one formed on the true genius and structure of the language in the

publication of Ttie Elements of the Anglo-Saxon Grammar with copious

Notes, 8vo. 1823, pp. 330. Before committing this work to the press

every accessible source of information was explored, and a complete

English Translation made of Angelsaksisk Sproglcere ved R. K. Rask,

8vo. Stockholm, 1817. In 1826, the most practical part of The Elements

with such corrections and additions as naturally arose from a farther

consideration of the subject, appeared with the title of A Compendious

Grammar of the primitive English or Anglo-Saxon Language, 8vo.

pp. 84.* The following Essentials are given as the result of a still longer

and closer investigation of the language in the preparation of the Anglo-

Saxon Dictionary, and a continued appeal to the grammar of a lamented

friend, the late Professor Rask, and to the learned Deutsche Grammatik

of Professor Grimm. It will be seen that, as information has increased,

there has been a gradual approximation, in grammatical forms and accents,

to the views of Professor Rask and Grimm. While there is a hope that

these Essentials, referring only to Etymology, may be found the most

simple and practical, a very short abstract is given of Professor Rask

and Grimm's Grammars for the use of those who prefer, what may be

considered the more complete systems of these celebrated men.

* See Preface to Dictionary of the Anglo-Saxon Language, p. xx. note () 21.
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THE ESSENTIALS,

8fc.

1. THE Anglo-Saxon letters are a, b, c, d, e,f, g, h, i, (K), I, m, n, o, p, (q), r, s,

t, u, w, x, y, J>, .*

2. The letters.;', k, q, v, and z, are not found in genuine Anglo-Saxon ; for k and

q the Anglo-Saxons used cand cw. p, \>
had the hard sound of th in thin, Ming; and

D, 8 soft, as th in Mine, smooM.

a. All nouns, having the nom. s. ending in -a, -scipe, -dom, -end, and -ere, are

masculine: those having the nom. s. in -lies, -urn, -u*, -8, and -estre, are feminine:

and those in -ern, -ed, are neuter. All nouns having the nom. and ac. pi. in -u are

of the first declension, neuter gender. Every noun, having the nom. and ac.pl. in as,

is masculine All nouns making g. s. in'-e are feminine.

4. If a noun be masculine and have the nom. s. in -a, it always makes the g. in

-an; it is therefore of the second declension. All other masculine nouns make the

g. s. in -es, and are hence of the first declension All neuter nouns make the g. s.

in -es, and are of the first declension, except a very few in -e, which are of the

second declension, and have the g. in -an All feminine nouns having the nom. s.

in -e are of the second declension, and make the g. in -an ; all other feminine nouns

make the g. in -e, and are of the third declension.

5. Synopsis of the declensions ofnouns.

\st declension.
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ADJECTIVES. 1 1

10. Names of countries and places in -a, are sometimes indeclinable, and some-

times they take the Latin form. Europa has Europam, Europe, Europe ('. e.

Europac) in Orosius.*

11. The third Declension, which only includes feminine nouns, is known by the

genitive case singular ending in e. AH feminine nouns ending in a consonant, or in

-u, or -o; as wylen or wyln afemale slave, gifu a gift, syn sin, are of this declension.

Nouns in -ung, styrung, e; f. a motion, and a few in -ing; those in -nis, -nes, -nys,

as gelicnes, se; f, a likeness, -uS, geoguS, e; f. youth are all feminine, and of this

declension.

/ / / /
* nom. wyln gif-u syn gelicnes

g, wyln-e gif-e syn-ne gelicnes-se

d. wyln-e gif-e syn-ne gelicnes-se

ac. wyln-e gif-e syn-ne gelicnes-se

pl.nom-ac. wyln-a gif-a syn-na gelicnes-sa

g. wyln-a gif-ena syn-na gelicnes-sa

d. wyln-um gif-um syn-num gelicnes-sum.

12. Nouns ending in a consonant make the g. pi. in -a, as wylna offemale slavet,

synna ofsins ; those in -u or -o have the g.pl. in -ena, as gif-ena of gifts, and some-

times the ac. in u. Those which end in a single consonant, after a short vowel,

double the final letter in the g. and all the other cases formed from it, as sin sin,

synne ofsin, gelicnes a likeness, gelicnesse ofa likeness. Nouns in -ung sometimes

make the d. s. in -a. A few words have the ac. like the nom. as tid time, hand a

hand, miht might.

Irregular Nouns.

13. The few masculine nouns which end in -u, such as, lagu water, medu mead,

sidu custom, sunu a son, are thus declined : s. nom. ac. sunu a son ; g. d. suna ;

pi. nom. ac. suna, g. suna, or sunena; d. sunum. In the pi. they are declined like

nouns of the second declension A few names of nations are only used in the plural,

and end in -e, as Romane the Romans, Angle the. Angles, Dene the Danes. They
are declined, nom ac. Romane, g. Romana, d. Romanum.

14. A few words ending in -or, and -er denoting relationship, such as broSor a

brother, dohter a daughter, whether masculine or feminine, are thus declined s. nom.

g. Brofcor; d. breJSer: pi. nom. g. ac. br6fcra, d. brofcrum.

15. Some nouns chiefly monosyllables, containing the vowels a, u, u, and 6,

change those vowels in d. s. and nom. ac, pi. as man a man, in d. s. is men to or with

a man, and pi, nom. ac. men men: also fot afoot, toS a tooth, hoc a booh, broc

breeches, gos a goose, turf a turf, burh a castle, cu a cow, lus a louse, mus a mouse,

modor a mother, dohtor a daughter, make in the d. singular, and in the nom. and ac.

pi. fet, teS, bee, brec, ges, tyrf, byrh, and byrig, ( cy, lys, mys, meder, dehter. They are

mostly regular without change of vowel in the g. s. as mannes, fotes, tofces, boce,

broce, gose, muse, turfe ; and also in the g. and d. pi. as manna, mannum ; fota,

fotum ; toSa, toSum, boca, bocum ; broca, brocum ; g6sa, g6sum ; musa, musum ;

turfa, turfum ; dohtra, dohtrum.f

Adjectives.

16. Anglo-Saxon adjectives have variable terminations to correspond with their

lOuns.

Mr. Thorpe's translation of Rask, 65.

f See Dr. Grimm's Deutsche Grammatik, vol. i. p. 646,647.



12 ADJECTIVES.

17. There is an indefinite and a definite form of declension.

18. Synopsis of Adjective terminations.

Indefinite Adjectives. Definite Adjectives.
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14 PRONOUNS.

29. Sylf self is declined like g6d indefinitely and definitely, and is added to personal

pronouns in the same gender and case, as ic sylf 7 myself, min sylfes ofmyself, me syl-

fum to myself; but the d. of the personal pron. is sometimes as in Eng. prefixed to the

nom. of sylf, me-sylf myself, be-sylf thyself, him -sylf himself. Definitely it signifies

the same, as, se sylfa man the same man. Sometimes agen own, declined like the in-

definite of god good, is added. To his agenum to his own, Jn. i. 1 1 . The reciprocal

sense of his, as his own is also expressed by sin.

Adjective Pronouns.

30. Adjective pronouns are only the genitive cases of the personal pronouns taken

and declined as the indefinite adjective god. They are min my, bin thine, uncer our

two, ure, or user our, incer your two, eower your.

":. /. n. m. f. n.

i. nom. min g. min-es g. min-re g. min-es", &c.

bin )>in-es bin-re bin-es, &c.

uncer unc-res unc-re unc-res, &c.

fireb ur-es fire ur-es, &c.

incer inc-res inc-re inc-res, &c.

eower eow-res eow-re eow-res, &c.
'

ac. mine or minne ; b nom. s. m. f. n. user ; g. m. n. usses, /. usse ; d. m. n. ussum, /. usse -,

ac. m. userne, /. usse, n. user; pi. nom. ac. m. f. n. usse, user; g. m. f. n. ussa; d. m. f. n.

ussum.

Definite or Demonstrative Pronouns.

31. The article or definite se the, and the definite bes this, are thus declined.

m - / m.f. n. m. f. n. m.f.n.
s. nom. se seo bast pi. ba s. bes beos bis pi. bas"

g. bass basre bass barad bisese bissetf }>isese bissai

d.* bam" bare bamc bam" f bisum f bisses bisum bisum'
ac. boneb ba bat ba bisne bas bis Jjas.""

' basmb baene c
ban, bon d baera_e bisses, besses_f

bissum, bis g bissere h bass i bissera.

32. The indeclinable article be is used instead of the various cases of se, seo, bast.

Se, seo, bast are used relatively like the English that for the relative hwa who, hwast

what.

Relative Pronouns.

33. The article or definitive se, seo, bast, be are generally used for the relative who,
which. The interrogatives hwa who? hwset what? are thus declined.

m - / n.

s. and pi. nom. hwa i. hwast

g. hwass hwsss

d.c hwam" hwam*
ac. hwone 1

". hwast.
1 hwaem <> hwaene

c
ablative hwi.

Professor Kask makes a distinct ablative case, and says :
"
by seems justly to be received

as a proper ablativus butrumnU, as it occurs so often in this character, even in the masculine
gender, as mid by abe with that oath, L. h. 53

; and in the same place, in the dative, on basm
abe in that oath." Mr. Thorpe's Trans. 117.

m - / n.

t * J>ie bisse
J,j se .
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34. Hwylc, hwilc, hv/elc which? hwa:er which of the two? are declined indefinitely

like god good.

Numerals.

35. The numerals will be found in the Dictionary. A'n one is declined like god good.

Twegen m. twa/ n. two, begen m. b&f. n. both, and )>ry three, are declined thus :

m. f. n. m. / n.

nom. twegen twa J>ry {reo

g. twegra" twegra' J>re6ra >>re6ra

d. twamb twamb
brym firym

ac. twegen twa J>ry |>re6.

a twega b twaem c
tu.

36. Feower/owr makes the g. feowera; fifjive, sixstVr, seofon seven, are also found

in the g. fifa, sixa, and seofona. When used absolutely, tyn ten makes in nom. ac.

tyne, and d. tynum ; also twelf, nom. twelfe ; g. twelfa ; d. twelfum, but they are

often undeclined. Twentig, and other words in -tig, are thus inflected in all genders,

nom. ac. -tig ; g. -tigra ; d. -tigum. The ordinal numbers are all declined definitely

like se goda, as se forma ; seo, J>et forme thefirst, except ofcer second, which has only

the indefinite declension like god good.

Verbs.

37. The conjugation of Anglo-Saxon verbs, like the English, is very simple.*

According to the inflection, all Anglo-Saxon verbs may be divided into two classes,

the one more simple and regular, the other more complex and irregular; hence,

formerly called regular and irregular.

38. The most simple, regular, and prevailing mode of forming the perfect tense

and perfect participle is by the addition of a syllable. Hence in Anglo-Saxon, as in

the modern English, this plan universally prevails when new verbs are formed, or

when verbs from a foreign language are adopted ; when verbs are formed from adjec-

tives, nouns, or from the perfect tense of complex verbs with a modified meaning.
This prevalence in forming the principal parts of such verbs requires that they should

be placed in the first class, especially since it is the permanent and unalterable in-

flection of verbs ; for, though there is an increased and continued verging of complex
verbs to the simple mode of formation, yet the simple or more regular class of verbs

are always stable, and never assume the complex form.

39. The simple and more regular class of verbs is distinguished by having the

perfect tense of two or more syllables, and the termination in -ode, -ede, -de, or -te,

while the perfect participle ends in -od, -ed, -d, or -t ; as, luf-ian to love; p. luf-ode; pp.
luf-od ; segel-ian to sail; p. segel-ede, or segel-ode ; pp. gesegel-ed, gesegel-od ; baern-an

to burn; p. brn-de; pp. btern-ed; met-an to meet ; p. met-te; pp. met, or gemet.
40. The more complex and irregular verbs are known by having the perfect tense

a monosyllable, ending in the last consonant coming before the infinitive -an, with

a change of the vowel, and the perfect participle ending in -en, or -n ; as, far-an to

go; p. for; pp. far-en; sing-an to sing ; p. sang; pp. gesung-en.

What is generally termed the passive voice has no existence in A.-S. any more than in
modern English. The Anglo-Saxons wrote, he is lufod he is loved. Here he is, is the ind.

indef. of the neut. verb wesan, and lufod loved, is the pp. of the verb lufian to love. In parsing,
every word should be considered a distinct part of speech:

"
to a king," is not called a dative

case in English, as regi in Latin, because the English phrase is not formed by inflection, but
by the auxiliary words "to a." If auxiliaries do not form cases in English nouns, why should
they be allowed to form various tenses, and a passive voice either in the English, or in its

parent the Saxon ? Thus, Ic maeg beon lufod / may be loved, instead of being called the
potential mood, pats, mseg is more rationally considered a verb in the indie, mood, indef. tense,
1st sing, beon, the neut. verb in the infin. mood, after the verb maeg: lufod is the per/, part, of
the verb lufian.



16 Vl'.KBS.

41. There are four moods the indicative, imperative, subjunctive, and infinitive,

with a sort of second infinitive, and two participles. The infinitive does not admit of

a preposition before it, but the second infinitive is always preceded by to, as to etanne

to eat; it seems to be the dative case of the infin. etan to eat, which is a sort of a noun.

With the neuter verb it has a passive signification, or seems to denote a duty. Hit is

to witanne it is to be known, it must or ought to be known, Elf. Pref. Gen.

42. There are two tenses the indefinite and perfect. The indefinite* tense may

refer either to the present period or to a future, and thus comprehend what are

generally termed the present and future tenses. Ic write 1 write now, or / write

to-morrow.

43. The conjugation ofa regular verb, or a verb of the simple class, 39.

THE PRINCIPAL PARTS.

infinitive. perfect. perfect participle.

bsern-an to burn, baern-de burned, basrn-ed burned.

luf-ian to love, luf-ode loved, luf-od loved.

They are thus conjugated :



VKKBS. 17

Remarks on theformation of Moods, Tenses, and Persons.

44. The imperative mood is formed from the infinitive by rejecting the infinitive

termination -an, as, btern-an to burn, biern burn. If the consonant be double, after

the rejection of the infin. an, one consonant is rejected, and e added ; as, syll-an to give,

sell; imper. syle give, sell. Verbs in -ian, make the imper. in -a, as luf-ian to love,

luf-a love.

45. The p. tense is formed by changing the infinitive -an, or -ian, into -ode, -ede,

or -de ; and the pp. by changing -an, or -ian, into -od, or -ed : as luf-ian to love ;

p. luf-ode ; pp. luf-od : segl-ian to sail ; p. segl-ede ; pp. segl-ed.

46. Verbs having the consonants d, f, g, I, m, n, r, s, w, and *, before the in-

finitive termination, often contract the p. tense, and have only -de added instead of

-ede or -ode; as, betyn-an to shut, betyn-de I shut or have shut; alys-an to redeem,

alys-de I redeemed.

47. Verbs which end in -dan or -tan with a consonant preceding, do not take an

additional d or t in the past tense ; as, send-an to send, send-e / sent ; ahred-dan to libe-

rate, ahred-de / liberated; pliht-an to plight or pledge; pliht-e Iplighted or pledged ;

set-tan to set, set-te I set. Those with c or cc change the c or cc into h before f; as,

rec-can to regard ; p. reh-te regarded.

48. When verbs have the letters t, p, c, h, x, and *, after another consonant before

the infinitive -an, they often not only reject the vowel before d in the p. and pp., but

change d into t; as from dypp-an to dip, would be regularly formed dypp-ede, dypp-ed

dipped, but they are contracted into dypde, dypte, dyppd, dyppt, and dypt dipped.

49. Formation of persons. The first person singular is formed from the infinitive

by changing -an, &c. into -e, and the second into -st, -ast, or -est, and the third

into -8, -afc, -e*.

50. In the third person singular, the aspirate 8 is changed into the soft t, when the

infinitive ends in -dan, or -san ; as, fed-an to feed, fet he feedeth or will feed; rtes-

an to rush, riest he rusheth: verbs in -J>an or -tan receive no additional 8
; as, cy8-an

to tell, he cyS he makes known ; hat-an to name, to call, hset he calls. Verbs in -dan

have the 2nd s. in -tst; as, send-an to send, }>u sentst thou sendest, yet sendest is

sometimes found.

51. When the infinitive ends in -an with a vowel before it, the plural persons end

in -iaJS ; as, hingr-ian to hunger, hingr-iaS we, ye, they hunger ; wyr-ian to curse, wyr-iaS

ice, ye, they curse ; but if a consonant go before -an, then they end in -a* j as, )>yrst-an

to thirst, byrstaS we, ye, they thirst.

52. The plural persons often end in the same manner as the first person singular,

especially when the Saxon pronoun is placed after the verb : as, hwaet ete we what

shall we eat? (See note b to 43.)

53. If there be a double consonant in the verb, one is always rejected in forming
the persons when another follows : as, spillan to spill, spilst spillest, spilS spilleth,

spilde spilled. Where it would be too harsh to add st and 8 to the bare root, an e is

inserted, but only in the indefinite tense ; as, nemn-an to name, nemn-est namest,

nemn-eS nameth : the perfect is regularly formed, nem-de named ; and so is the perfect

participle, nemn-ed named.

54. On all occasions when e follows i, a g is inserted between them ; hence, lufie

I love, becomes lufige Hove; and lufiende loving, becomes lufigende loving ; g is also

often found before an a or ea ; as, sceawigan or sceawigean to shew, which are the same
as sceawian to shew.

55. Complex verbs. Those verbs which become monosyllables after casting away the

infinitive termination, are called complex, because the perf. tense is formed by various
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04. Vrbt, Uvinjr a tor the ftnt vowel of (be ;, nd / for tbe /g, rake the Meond

p*non *. MM! !! tbe pernon* in the />/. f the //, In / ; w, in to ri/ />, Ic, he,
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AN ABSTRACT

PROFESSOR RASK'S ANGLO-SAXON GRAMMAR.

1. NOUNS are divided into two orders. I. The Simple order. II. The Complex
order.

2. I. The Simple order of nouns contains only words ending in an essential vowel;

viz. -a in the m. as steorra a star; and -e in the f. and n. as tunge a tongue, and

eage an eye.

SINGULAR. PLURAL.

n.
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7. 3rd Declension, \st class, all neuters in -e (for i); as, treow a tree, rice a king-

dom, and tk't a vessel.

s. nom. ac. treow ric-e fact pi. treow-u ric-u fat-u

ab. d. treow-e ric-e fet-e treow-um ric-um fat-um

g. treow-es ric-es fset-es treow-a ric-a fat-a.

8. 3rd Declension, 2nd class, all masculines in -u, which form their/)/, in -a; also

words for kindred in -or ; as, sunu a son, broSor a brother, man a man.

s. nom. ac. sun-u broS-or(er) man pi. sun-a brofcr-a(u) menu

ab. d. sun-a brefc-er men sun-urn brofcr-um man-num

;/. sun-a broS-or(er) man-nes sun-ena broKr-a man-na.

9. 3rd Declension, 3rd class, all feminines in -u or -o ; as, gifu a gift, and denu

a den.

s. nom. gif-u
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INFINITIVE MOOD.

pres. lulian baernan syllan

gerund, (to)lufigenne bsernenne syllanne (enne)

PARTICIPLES.

act. luflgende basrnende syllende

pp. (ge)lufod baerned seald.

13. \st Clans.* As lufian are also conjugated all verbs in -ian ; as, (jeowian, pres.

)>eowige, p. {>eowode, pp. gej>eowod to serve, clypian to call, halgian to consecrate,

hallow, macian to make, eardian to dwell, laSian to invite, fulian to rot, fullian to bap-

tize, wunian to dwell, getimbrian to build, neosian to spy, bletsian to bless, ricsian to

govern, gitsian to desire, syngian to sin, rayngian to admonish, gehyrsumian to obey.

14. 2nd Class. As barman are inflected all verbs derived from nouns, adjectives,

and other verbs ; as, belaVwan, pres. belse'we, p. belaVwde, pp. bete'wed to betray,

adrs'fan to expel, wregan to accuse, Ise'ran to instruct, todse'lan to divide, deman to deem,

wenan to imagine, ween, fyllan to fell, drencan, drencean to roe to rfrw, to drench,

ba;'tan to bridle, weccan to awaken, alysan to redeem, amyrran to waste, metan to mee#,

dyppan to cfzp, nemnan to wame, gretan to ^ree/, scrydan to clothe, rassan to ras/i, gau
or gangan to (70.

15. 3rd Class, includes those verbs not belonging to the other two classes, and

yet having the p. of more than one syllable ; as, tellan, pres. ic telle, imp. tele bu,

p. tealde, pp. geteald, stellan to leap, cwellan to kill, gedwellan to mislead, fieccan to

thatch, reccan to care about, secgan to say, lecgan to lay, bycgan to 6tty, secan to seeA,

recan to care for, wyrcan to awA, bringan to in'raj/, J;encan to Mz'nA, J>incan to seem,

habban to have, willan to w?z'#.

16. Anomolous verbs Ic, he can ((m cunne, canst) pi. cunnon, inf. cunnan, cue,
cufcon, pp. cufc know An, ic an I grant ()>u unne) pi. unnon, inf. unnan, uSe, uSon

give, bestow. Also ic gean, we geunnon, geunnan, geufce, pp. geunnen Geman,
Jn. 16, 21, (Jm gemanst, Bt. p. 118), pi. gemunon, gemunan, gemunde, gemundon
remember Sceal (J>u scealt), sculon, (sceolon), pres. sub. scyle, imp. sceolde, sceol-

don shall, should. Dear (f>u dearst, Beo. 42), durron, sub. durre, dorste, dorston

dare pearf (}>earft, Bt. p. 8, or Jmrfe, Elf. gr. p. 5), )>urfon, subj. J>urfe, )>orfte,

Jjorfton need. Also be>earf, be)>urfon, &c Deah, dugon, inf. dugan, dohte, Bt.

p. 158, Beo. 42, {>u dohtest, Deut. 15, 11, dohton, 1ft. p. 40, (not duhte) help, be good

for (Icel. dugi) Masg (f;u miht, Jn. 13, 36), magon (not magon), sub. masge (mage),

mihte, mihton or meahte, meahton may, might Ah (}>u age), agon, sub. age, agan,

ahte, ahton possess, own. Also the negative nah, Elf. gr. 2, he nah, Jn. 10, 12, pi.

nagon, and sub. nage, Wilk. L. p. 160, nahte, nkhtest, nahton Ida not possess Wat,

();u wast), witon, wite, witan, wiste, wiston supine, witod know. Likewise the negative
nat ()>u nast), nyton, nyte, nytan, nyste, nystest or nestest, Bt. 5, 3, nyston Mot

(}>u most) moton, mote, moste, moston must.

17. II. Complex order makes the p. a monosyllable with a change of vowel, and

the pp. in -en, or -n; as,

2ND CONJUGATION. 3fcD CONJUGATION.

class, inf. pres. p. pp. class, inf. pres. p. pp.

1. et-an ete aet etentoeetf. 1. byrn-an byrne barn burnentotorn.

2. tet-an late let Isten to let. 2. writ-an write wrat writen to write.

8. far-an fare for faren to go. 3. sceot-an sceote sceat scoten to shoot.

This abstract is taken from the English Translation of Mr. Thorpe, 8vo. Copenhagen,
} 830.
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2ND CONJUGATION, INDICATIVE MOOD.

pres.s.ic ete Ije'te fare

|>u ytst te'tst faerst

he yt Ise't fr

pi. we, ge, hi etaS lae't-a* faraS

or ete or lae'te o;

p. s. ic se't let

bu ae'te lete

he Ee't let

p/. we, ge, hi acton leton

SUBJUNCTIVE MOOD.

pres.s, ic, bu, he ete Ise'te

pi. we, ge, hi eton te'ton

SUBJUNCTIVE MOOD.

p, 8. ic, bu, he se'te lete fore

pi. we, ge, hi s'ton leton foron

IMPERATIVE MOOD.

. et bu las't far

Ice'taS i'araS

or Ise'te or fare

INFINITIVE MOOD.

la- tan faran

la-'tanne faranne

PARTICIPLES.

Isc'tende farende

lae'ten faren.

fare

for

fore

for

foron

fare

faron
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before II, Iff, It, rp, rf, rg; in the p. ea (<B) short, and o in the pp.; as, spinnan, pres.

he spinS ; p. ic span, we spunnon ; pp. spunnen ; yrnan to run, blinnan to cease,

onginnan to begin, winnan to war, frinan or fregnan to ask, singan to sing, swingan to

scourge, beat, springan to spring, ofstingan to sting, stab, wringan to wring, )>ringan

to throng, drincan to rfn'A, besincan to sz'nA, forscrincan to shrink, wither, stincan to

sti'ni, swincan to to;7, bindan to bind, findan tofind, grindan to grind, swindan to vanish,

windan to wind, swimman to ,!?, climban to cftmo, gelimpan to happen, swellan to

uttff, belgan to be wroth, svvelgan to swallow, meltan to raeft, sweltan to die, geldan

to j9ay, helpan to Ae>, gelpan to 6oasf, delfan to cfefoe, murnan to mourn, spurnan to

spurn, gesweorcan deficire, beorgan to sawe, weorpan to throw, ceorfan to CM<, gedeor-

fan to suffer, steorfan to rfz'e, hweorfan to return, berstan to rs<, |>erscan to thresh,

bredan to braid, bregdan to braid, feohtan tofight.

22. 2nrf Class, includes all verbs with a hard i in the pres. and a in the p. ; as,

dwinan, pres. he dwinJS; p. ic dwan, we dwinon; pp. dwinen to pine, fade, hrinan to

touch, scinan to shine, an'san to arae, blican to s/izne, beswican to seduce, hnigan

to sz'nA, OOM>, migan mingere, sigan to _///, stigan to ascend, wrigan to cover, bitan to

Cite, flitan to contend, slitan to tear, *&>, smitan to smite, gewitan to depart, wlitan to

fooA, bidan to stoy, foWe, glidan to glide, gnidan to ruft, aslidan to /irfe, gripan to seize,

toslipan to dissolve, belifan to remain, slifan to ptt, spiwan to sjozY, vomit.

23. 3/a* C/ns, bears a near resemblance to the preceding; as, brucan, pres. he

brycS ; p. ic breac, we brucon ; pp. brocen to use, belucan to shut up, sucan tosuck, reocan

to ree^, smeocan to smoke, gebugan to 6ozy, dreogan to rfo, leogan to lie, fleogan, fleon to

fly, flee, teogan, teon to rfraw, wreon to cower, gej^eon to thrive, lutan to 6!f, incline,

geotan to pour, fleotan to _/?oa<, hleotan to obtain; sortiri, neotan to en/oy, J>e6tan to

Aow^, toslfipan to dissolve, creopan to creep, clufan to cleave, gedufan to rfiue, scilfan

to shove, ceowan to c/ieit, hreowan to rue.



AN ABSTRACT

PROF. GRIMM'S* DECLENSIONS AND CONJUGATIONS.

Strong Masculine Nouns.

1. \st Decl. fisc a fish; 2nd Decl. hirde a shepherd; 3rd Decl. sunu a son;

4th Decl. \eo&epeopk.

pi. hirS

hird-a

hird-um

hird-as

leod-e

Ie6d-a

leod-um

leod-e.

1st. fiscQ

fisc-es

fisc-e

fisc
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Weak Nouns.

4. A weak masculine, hana a cock; a weak feminine, tunge a tongue; a weak neuter,

eare an ear.

-.. e&r-e pi. ear-an

ear-an ear-ena

ear-an ear-um

ear-e ear-an.

m. ban -a
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9 Terminations ofstrong verbs.

ind. pres. s. -e
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pres. part, wesende ; pp. gewesen Future orpres. beo or bebm, bist, bi* ; pi. beoJS ;

sub. beo ; pi. be'on ; inf. beon ; imp. beo ; pi. beofc Mot, most, mot ; pi. moton ;

p. moste. Wat, wast, wat ; pi. witon ; p. wiste Nat nescio, nast, nat ; pi. nyton ;

p. nyste Ah possideo, age? ah; p/. agon; />. ahte Deah prosum, duge, deah;

pi. dugon ; p. duhte Mag, meaht, mag ; pi. magon ; p. meahte Sceal, scealt,

sceal ; pi. sculon ; p. sce'olde Gemon memini, Beo. 90, pi. gemunon ; p. gemunde.

Dear, de'arst or durre, dear ; pi. durron ; p. dorste pearf, (Jurfe or t>e'arft ? Jiearf ;

pi. )>urfon ; p. fiorfte Can, canst, or const, or cunne,can ; pi. cunnon ; p. cufce

An, unne, an ; pi. unnon ; p. uSe Wille, wUt, wille; pi. wilk ; p. wolde. Nylle

nolo, nylt, nylle; pi. nyllaJS; p. nolde Do, dest, de; pi. do$; p. dide, didest, dide;

pi. didon ; inf. don ; pp. gedon See Dictionary for gangan ire, buan habitart, iff .

THE END.

METCALFE AND PALMER, PRINTERS, CAMBRIDGE.



PUBLICATIONS
By the REV. DR. BOSWORTH, Carrinyton, Nottingham. To be had ofMessrs. LONG-

MAN & Co., Paternoster-row, London; and of all other Booksellers.

I. A DICTIONARY of the ANGLO-SAXON LANGUAGE, containing
the Accentuation the Grammatical Inflections the Irregular Words referred to their Themes
the Parallel Terms from the other Gothic Languages the Meaning of the Anglo- Saxon in English
and Latin aud copious English and Latin Indexes, serving as A DICTIONARY OF ENGLISH
AND ANGLO SAXON, AS WELL AS OF LATIN AND ANGLO-SAXON. With a

Preface on the Origin and Connexion of the Germanic tongues a Map of Languages and the

Essentials of Anglo-Saxon Grammar. By the Rev. J. BOSWORTH, D.D., of Trinity College,

Cambridge ; Dr. Phil, of Leyden ;
F.R.S. ; F.S.A. ; Corresponding Member of the Royal Insti-

tute of the Netherlands ; M.R.S. of Lit. London ; Honorary F.R.S. of Sciences, Norway ;

F.S.A., Copenhagen; F. of the Lit. S. Leyden, Utrecht, Bristol, etc. Oue vol. royal 8vo.

Price, in cloth, boards, 425.

Copies, omitting the History of the Germanic tongues, &c., but containing, in a shorter Preface,

all the History of the Anglo-Saxon Language, and the whole of the Dictionary and Indexes, may
be had at 305.

"This volume contains, within a moderate compass, a complete apparatus for the study of Anglo-Saxon.

Copious, accurate, cheap embodying the whole results of Anglo Saxon scholarship there is no other work of

the kind, that can be put in comparison with it ... It is the fruit of ripe scholarship, enlarged views, and

many years* severe and patieut labour. . . . The day is not far distant when it will be considered disgraceful
to a well-bred Englishman utterly disgraceful to a man who makes the slightest pretensions to scholarship, to

be ignorant . . of the history and structure of the English tongue ; and above all, of the precise relations

of modern English to that ancient dialect of the great Teutonic family, which has ever been, and still is incom-

parably the most important element in its composition . . . The English language consists of about 33

thousand words. Of these, about 23 thousand, or nearly five-eighths, are of Anglo-Saxon origin . . . Our
chief peculiarities of structure and of idiom are essentially Anglo-Saxon . . . The words expressive of the

strongest emotions, . . in nil the most stirring scenes of human lift:, from the cradle to the grave, are of Saxon

origin." Edinburgh Review fur Oct. 1839, No. CXL1. p. 221264.

"The substance of the English language, its vigorous root, its firm and mass; stem, with its wide-spreading
branches, are all Anglo-Saxon. Though its foliage has been varied and adorned by scions of Grecian, Roman,
and Norman origin, our present English is

'

completely Anglo-Saxon, in its whole idiom and construction.'

The work now before us, tor the first time, lays fully open the source of our copious and powerful language. It

is denominated an Anglo-Saxon Dictionary, but it is, in fact, a Lexicon of early English ; for the celebrated

yTH'ric, one of the first and purest Anglo-Saxon writers, so styles his native tongue. In the preface to his trans-

lation of the book of Genesis, he says: Thu batde me awendan of Ledene on Englisc tha boc Genesis Mot*
badest me to (wend] translate, from Latin into Knylith, the book of Genesis. It it be our reproach, that our
most eminent literary men have been so much occupied in studying Latin and Greek, that they have scarcely

deigned to cast a glance at their own mother-tongue, much less to examine the beauty of its structure, or its

nervous power, the reproach is now removed ; for here we have a work, which, while it contains the derivation
and original meaning of all pure Anglo-Saxon words, proves, beyond the shadow of a doubt, that the bones and
sinews, the real strength and vigour of our good old English, is, like our being, our customs, and our free con-

stitution, entirely derived from our hardy and independent Anglo-Saxon forefathers.

" We give an example or two of the use of Anglo-Saxon in the derivation of English words. ACORN, eeceren,

rceem, from aec, ac an oak, corn, corn corn, the corn or fruit of the oak, CHILDHOOD, cildh&d, from cild

a child, had a condition, tlate. KINGDOM, cyngdom, from cyning, cyng a king, d6m power, jurisdiction, a

king's jurisdiction, or dominion. ISLAND, eas land, from e& water, eas of water, land land. NEIGHBOUR, neah-

bur, neah near, bur a bower, dwelling, one who hat a dwelling near. WILDERNESS, wild-deor-nes, deor, a beast,
a wild beatt't habitation. The names of places are generally descriptive of their site ; thus, ETON has a low

watery locality, from a?, ea water, a river, ton, tun a town, dwelling. SANDWICH, Sandwic, from sand sand,
wic a dwelling, station. HITHE, hyth a port, haven.

" This work is a necessary supplement to all our present English dictionaries, and ought to be in the hands
of every one who has any pretensions to a thorough knowledge of the English language. . . . All who wish
to know the real signification of the words they daily use, will here find a ready access to their original mean-
ing.'

1

Literary Gazette, Sept. 15, 1838, p. 580.

" The publication of this Dictionary is likely to form an era in the study of Anglo-Saxon. A book, which
we venture to say will do more to advance the study of the Anglo-Saxon language, and consequently the full

and perfect understanding ofourown, than any work which has yetappeared. A most laborious task a volume,
upon which we lay our hands with great respect. The long Preface gives a sketch of all the Teutonic and
Scandinavian languages, with abundant illustrations. It is full of very valuable learning, and shews great
diligence, and patient, long research." North American Review, No. C., July 1838, p. 92.

" Dr. Hos worth had long since made proof of thorough competence to his present task by his two grammars,
of which the larger is rich almost to excess in philological illustration, and the- lesser has obtained the appro-
bation of the most fastidious critic of our time. These publications, and the extensive research of which they
were evidently the result, had directed general attention to the same quarter as that from which was to be ex-
pected the long-awaited boon of an Anglo-Saxon Dictionary. We had sure ground of confidence, in our know-
ledge of the man, his philological and critical ability, his unshrinking industry, his honest and disinterested

purpose, that nothing would be spared to secure completeness and correctness. Nor has he failed in execution
;

these great objects have been fairly attained in the volume which now lies open before us. He has thoroughly
investigated the wide field of philological instruction which has of late years been so skilfully broken up by
continental scholars, and especially by those of Germany ; and he has not been induced, by these higher and
more extensive inquiries, to overlook those minor circumstances of illustration and arrangement which contri-
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bute so much to the usefulness of grammatical and lexicographical composition. The prolegomenary matter is

highly valuable, and must have cost great pains before it could be reduced to its actual state of close yet clear

compression. The filiation of languages is exemplified in various forms of agreement and transition, and copious

references are given to works of authority, where a more complete exposition seemed desirable. All this is

skilfully conducted, and with entire mastery of the subject. A work which supersedes all others of the kind,

and which is not likely to be speedily superseded." Eclectic Review, Vol. iv. No.Vl. December 1838, p. 674-5.

" Dr. Bosworth's qualifications for the work were attained by the study of twenty years, seven of which have

been occupied on the book before us. In speaking of the Preface, it would be impossible to find as much in-

formation of the Anglo-Saxon and Germanic tongues collected in as few pages. It deserves a separate consi-

deration, and not the meagre and unsatisfactory notice which our limits compel us to give. We must refer

our readers to the work itself. In parting with Dr. Bosworth, we cannot but express the delight which we have

felt in the candour and sincerity with which his work has been conducted, and we rejoice to perceive that the

paltry prejudices and supercilious spirit which have disgraced so many of his brother Saxonists of the present

day, have not infected him. We hope that his contemporaries may see the error of their ways from the simpli-

city and candour of Dr. Bosworth."New York Review, No. VI., October , 1838, p. 374-5.

" Dr. Bosworth has been long known to the public as an indefatigable and accurate scholar, and this Diction-

ary fully answers our expectation. \Ve have no hesitation in saying it is one of the most important works

which has issued from the press for some time, and that the manner in which a very difficult task has been

executed, corresponds with its importance. With the facilities now afforded, and the encouragement held out,

it is our anxious hope that Anglo-Saxon literature may form a prominent branch of education ;
and that the

rising generation, while they regard with reverence the monumental remains of their ancestors, will be taught

not to be forgetful of their language. Bri fish Critic and Quarterly Theological Review. No. LI., July 1839,

p. 145-6 and 152.

" This work gives full proof of the learned writer's philosophic mind, his fundamental knowledge of language,

and his extensive reading of the best philological works, not only of England, but of other countries, especially

of Germany and our Father land. Great value attaches to It from the writer having carefully added to the

Anglo-Saxon the cognate words from other branches of the German stem. I close my remarks by sincerely

thanking the learned writer for his difficult and highly meritorious labours, and heartily wishing him health

and strength, and the necessary encouragement to treat us with more such rich and precious fruits of his phi-

losophic and extensive erudition." Professor Siegenbeck in the Haarlem Literary and Scientific Journal.

" We are glad to see that, at last, the great difficulty which lay in the way of a more general study of the

Anglo-Saxon language is cleared up by the appearance of a portable and useful Dictionary. At a very moderate

price, and in a most convenient form, it contains all that is requisite in former Dictionaries, and nearly twice

as many words. We recommend it strongly.'' Gentleman's Magazine, July, 1838, p. 69, 70.

"Of this splendid and important work, it is difficult to convey an adequate idea. Its nature, as well as the

extent and comprehensiveness of its design, will at once be perceived by its title ; and it is not too much to say
that the execution is worthy of the design. All the radical words, and the most important derivatives, are

illustrated by parallel terms from the kindred Germanic, and other Northern dialects. In some instances, the

words of the language are traced to their Oriental sources, the Hebrew, Arabic, Persian, and Sanscrit. In an
elaborate preface, the learned author has supplied the student with a large fund of curious and interesting facts,

illustrative of the affinity and derivation of language, with specimens of the various languages and dialects of

the German and Scandinavian tribes and nations, both ancient and modern. Nor has he overlooked the differ-

ent dialects of our own country, whose present language is a direct descendant of the venerable Anglo-Saxon.
It may, therefore, be easily admitted, that without the knowledge of this latter tongue, the derivation and

original import of English words of four-fifths of our present language cannot possibly be ascertained. We
recommend the present volume to the attention of all who are interested in the study of language, and the

pursuits of general literature, as one of the most important books of reference, with which the literary world

has for a long time been presented."

II. The ORIGIN of the DUTCH, with a Sketch of their Language and
Literature, and Short Examples, traciug the Progress of their Language. By the same. Price 5s.

III. The ORIGIN of the DANISH, and an ABSTRACT of SCANDINA-
VIAN LITERATURE, with Short Chronological Specimens of the Old Danish, Icelandic, Nor-

wegian, Swedish, and a Notice of the Dalecarliau and Ferroe Dialects. By the same. Price 5s.

IV. The ORIGIN of the GERMANIC and SCANDINAVIAN LAN-
GUAGES and NATIONS, with a Sketch of their Literature, and short Chronological Specimens
of the Anglo-Saxon, Friesic, Flemish, Dutch, the German from the Moeso-Goths to the present
time, the Icelandic, Danish, Norwegian, and Swedish, tracing the Progress of these Languages
and their connection with the Anglo-Saxon and the present English, with a Map of European
Languages . By the same. Price 20s.

V. The ESSENTIALS of ANGLO-SAXON GRAMMAR, with an
Outline of Professor Rask and Grimm's Systems. By the same. 8vo. 1841. Price 4s.

N.B. Nos. II., III., IV. and V. are chieflyfrom the Preface of No. I.

VI. The ELEMENTS of ANGLO-SAXON GRAMMAR, with Notes,
illustrating the Structure of the Saxon, and the Formation of the English Language. By the

Rev. J. Bosworth, M.A. ; F.S.A. ; Vicar of Horwood Parva, Bucks. Price, in boards, 16s. ;

royal paper, 20s. 8vo. London, 1823.

VII. A COMPENDIOUS GRAMMAR of the PRIMITIVE ENGLISH
or ANGLO-SAXON LANGUAGE. By the Rev. J. Bosworth, M.A. ; F.S.A. 8vo. London, 1826.

Price 6s.

" We may conscientiously recommend the whole of this work to the serious perusal of all who are desirous of

having pointed out to them the means of improving the comprehension and mastery of the English tongue."
PanQram, Miscel.



publications.

VIII. An INTRODUCTION to LATIN CONSTRUING; designed to

illustrate the Inflection of the declinable Parts of Speech. The quantity marked, to direct the

Pronunciation. By the same. The 5th Edition. 12mo. London, 1836. Price 2s. 6d. bound.

IX. LATIN CONSTRUING ; with Rules for translating Latin into

English. By the same. The 4th Edition. 12mo. London, 1836. Price 2s. 6d. bound.

X. The RUDIMENTS of GREEK GRAMMAR, as used in the College
at Eton, with the quantity, both in Latin and Greek, of the doubtful penultimate vowels, and

Explanatory Notes, combining the advantages of the Port-Royal, and the more modern Grammars
of Matthise, Blomfield, &c. with the Eton plan, published from the MS. of the late William

BOSWOUTH, of Queens' College, Cambridge. By the same. The 5th Edition, stereotyped.
r.'iim. London, 1836, 4s. cloth.

XI. The PRACTICAL MEANS of REDUCING the POOR'S RATE.
Hy the Rev. J. BOSWORTII, M.A. ; F.R.S. London, 1827. Price II. 6d.

In this well-written pamphlet, a becoming deference is paid to the Legislature. We admire the modesty,
which, with the clearest reasoning, and a detail of the most desirable, practical results, does not advance a step
without the sanction of the existing laws. We have, indeed, seldom seen so large and interesting a body of

tacts brought together in so small a compass. The style is neat and perspicuous, and every one concerned in

ihr m.inugeinent of the poor must derive information from reading this pamphlet, and be pleased with the good
nd feeling which pervade every part of it." Gentleman's Magazine for December, 1824.

" \\V have never perused a pamphlet more replete with sound sense and practical information, than the

present. It is written with great perspicuity, und from its useful and practical details, deserves the careful

perusal of every ono concerned in the management of the poor. There is nothing in it visionary ; on the con-

trary, the whole is built on the solid basis of experience and facts." Critical Gazette, Sept. 1824.

XII. The NECESSITY of the ANTI-PAUPER SYSTEM. By the same.
8vO. 1829. Price 2s.

XIII. MISERY in the MIDST of PLENTY; or the Perversion of the

Poor Laws. By the same. 8vo. 1833. Price Is.

XIV. The CONTRAST; or the OPERATION of the OLD POOR LAWS,
contrasted with the recent Poor-Law Amendment Act, and the necessity of a legal provision for

the Poor generally, but especially for Ireland. By the same. 8vo. 1838. Price 2s.

XV. The BOOK of COMMON PRAYER, arranged in the direct order
in which the Prayers are used in the Morning and Evening Services. 12mo. London, 1639.

XVI. The BOOK of COMMON PRAYER, English and Dutch. 12mo.
ls:!S. Amsterdam. For the Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge.

XVII. SERMONS preached before the University of Cambridge, previously
to taking the Degree of D.D. By the Rev. J. Bosworth, D.D. ; F.R.S.

,
of Trinity College,

Cambridge. 1 vol. 12mo. Price 5s.
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